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I. IIVfROUTTION

Ihe fabrication and characterization of multi-
layers (superlattices) made from anorphous solids
have emerged as one of the most active sulcjects in
the field of amorphous semiconductors.l In
composition-nodulated multilayers, €.g. those
consisting of alternating layers of undoped

amorphous hydrogenated silicon (a-Si:H) and

insulators such as silicon oxides, nitrides or
carbides, investigations have been mainly aimed at
observing a quantum-well effect.2 0n the other
hand, in doping-modulated multilayers, which
consist of alternating layers of p- and n-type
doped a-Si:H, potential applications as electronic
devices seem more promisirg.

l'lost electrical and photo-electrical measure-

ments on a-Si:H doping-modulated muLtilayers
reported in the literature3 deal with carrier
transport parallel to the layer planes. In this
paperr a theoretical and an experimental investi-
gation of carrier transport perpendicular to the
layer planes in doping-modulated rnr.rltila)iers of a-
Si:H are reportd.

It may be conjectured that in doping-modulated
nultilayers no appreciable current flows in the
direction perpendicular to the layer planes,
because of the reverse biased junctions at wery
otlpr interface (independent of the direction of
external bias). tbwever, the space-charge dopirq
effect, which arises from charge transfer thror-gh
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the interfaces, can lower ttre interfacial poten-
tiaL barriers significantly in these thin filrn
mu1tilalers. In a prwious theoretical strdy of
the space-charge dopirg in a-Si:H multilayersr4

.the potential distributions (with rro bias across
the layers) have been calculated as a function of
the thickness, the doping J.eve1sl and the loca-
lized state density of the sublayers. Ihe resr:lts
have successfully elucidated the experirnental
observations on the nature of in-layer carrier
transport (persistent photocordrrctivity) .

In this Faperr the theoretical analysis of the
current-voltage relations for a-Si:H doping-
iroarlatea multilayers is described in Section Z
the experimental studies are reported in Section
3, ard in more detail in a recent publication.S

2. TtIEoRY

The current density (perpendicular to the
layers) in a-Si:H multilayers of various sulclayer
ttricknesses are calcrrlated from ttre potential and

the quasi-Ferrni energy distributions. For the
purpose of illustrating ttre diode characteristics
of srrh derrices with minimun mathematical com-
plexity, an idealized symrnetric multilayer, stror^in

schematically in Fig.l, is considered. The total
thickness of the mrrltilaler is 2L, consisting of
2N sublayers of alternating p- and n-type
materiaLs of thickness S, (i.e. N x S = L). ltre
sublayers are doped to the extent that the bulk
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z6ftL) =Ze(tL) =+Vd2
The total current density J is given

the hole- and the electron- current

J = Jh(x) + Je(x) = J6(O) + Je(O)

The generation rate G in the continuity
equation, Eg.(3), is assumed to be a constant, drd

and the recombination rate R is given by the

Shockley-Read-Hall model'
gf = (l*T/q) lnp - ni21/t4-r21n+ni) + 421prni) I

(e)

where L6 and Le are the hole
diffrrsion lengttrs, respectively.

In -Foissonrs eguationr EQ.(4) t

(7)

by the sun'of
densities,

(8)

and the electron

the space charge
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Fermi levels nould be at Zo below and above the

midgap for the P ard n-tlpe sulclayersr respec-

tively. Furthermorer the hole and the electron
mobilities are assumed to be equal, drd are the

same in the f and n-t1pe sublalprs. An extension

to general values of hole to electron mobility
ratio has littIe effect on the conclusion.

the steady state current characteristics are

governed by the following set of equations,

J6(x) = pkT[p(x)dvldx - dPldx] (r)

Je(x) = pkT[n(x)dvldx + dn/dx] (2)

dJ6,/dx--dJJ6Y=q[G(x)-R(x)l (3)

a2v/*2 = qQ(x) /ekr (4)

The first tr,vo eqrrations are the expressions for
the hole and the electron current densities'
respectively, where V is the electronic potential
energy (in units of kT)r p is the carrier
mobility, and p and n are the hole and the

electron densities, respectively. The third
equation is the continuity equation, where G ard R

are the rates of carrier generation and

recombination, respectively. ttre last equation is
Poissonrs equation with Q denoting the sPace

charge density, e the permittivity, and q the

elemental charge.

the carrier densities can

the hole ard the electron

and ze (in urits of kT),

p=niexP[v(x)-26(x)l
n=niexp[Z"(x) -v(x)]

be expressed in terms

quasi-Fermi energies,

dSr

the quasi-Fermi energies at the terminalsr x=

are determined by the applied bias voltage Vb

of
zh

Fig.l Schematics of the structure of a

rnritt-ftayer with 2N=g, and the energy band
diagram showing the relative pos-ition:--?f
conduction band (CB), the valence band (VB) '
and the Ebrmi Ievel (FL), at equilibrium'

density Q(x) is given by,

Q(x) = q(p - po - n + 4e) 1 Qr, (ro)

where the equilibrir,un densities of holes (no) and

electrons (no) can be expressed in terms of the

bulk Fermi energy Zo as,

Pe = niexP(-zo), Do = niexP(Zs) (1f)

The contribution from the charge in the loca-
l ized states, Q,, takes a simple analytic form if
the distributions of the acceptor-1ike and the

donor-Iike localized states are assumed to be

exponential,
NA(E) = N"exp(E/Eq)

ND(E) = 16exP(-ElFd)

(L2)

(13)

where ttre energy E is measured from tlre midgap'

ard E" ard Fd are constant parameters specifying
the exponential distributions.

The mathematical procedure for numerical
calculations of ttre current density J by solving

the set of differential equrations for V(x) , Z6(x),

and Z"(x) is detailed in a separate forthcoming
publ ication.5

Eig.2 shows the potential distributions V(x) at
equilibrium (G-R=O and Vp=O), for three multi-
layers consisting of 4, 1O, and 20 alternatively
p- ard n-t)rye sulolayers, wittr the total thickness

of 2L=I pm. In ttre equilibrirrm state, the electron
ard the hole quasi-Fermi energies are equal and

constant, (2"=z16=21 1 and are taken as the origin
of the energy axis.

Ttre n-t1pe sulclalers are assumed to have the

bulk Fermi level at O.4eV above the midgap. The

density of acceptor-1ike states and the donor-like

states are NA=1OIS ard ND=1o16 cm-3e\f\r respec-

tively, at the midgapr and increase exponentially

to 3x1o18 cm-3ev-l at the conduction and the

(s)

(6)

*L,
dsr
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Fig.2 ltre electronic potential energy distri-
bTETons at zero bias of three multilayers
consistirg of (a)4, (b)LO, and (c)20 alterna-
tively p and n--t1pe sublalers.

valence band edges, (E= t O.75eV). This condition
determines the parameters Ea and E6 in
Eqs.(12r13). In the p-type sublayers, the bulk
Fermi Ievel lies O.4eV below the miQgap, ard the
midgap values of the acceptor-Iike and the dorpr-
like states are interchanged from those of n-t1pe
sulclalers. the intrinsic carrier concentration is
ni=2x1o7 "*-3.It can be seen that tlre inter-layer potential
barrier decreases with the sublayer thickness.
Physically this means that due to the counter-
dopirg nature of space charge dopirg, the n-type
sublayers become less n-t1pe and the p-type
sulclayers become less p-type. Ilt the 2O-sutclayer

dwice, this effect is so large that almost all of
the inner sr:blayers become near intrinsic, or even

inverted. Ttrus, all the right side half of the
device is effectively p-type and the left side
half is effectively n-tlpe, and the rnultilayer
becomes essentially a single pin jurction.

l{hen a bias voltage is applied b ttre multi-
layer, the sublayer interfaces are alternately
reverse and forward biased, independent of the
sign of the bias voltage. In Shockley (npnp)

diodes with thick sublayers, no significant
current can flow across the mrrltilayer until the
switching voltage is reached. This is not the case

in the thin-film multilayers under consideration,
because of the barrier lowering due to space

charge doping.

To calculate the current density J, one must
specify the hole and the electron diffusion
lengthsr L6 and L"r respectively. In this model
system with slmmetric doping, it is assumed that

h in the p-t1pe layer is equal to tne in the n-
type layer ard are denoted as the majority carrier
diffusion lengttr, tn"j. Similarly, In in the n-
type layer is assumed to have the same value as I."
in the p-ty?e layer, and are denoted as the
minority carrier diffusion lengthr tmin.

The J-V relations calculated with Im.j= 1pm ard

Irnirr= Oolpm for several multilayers are shown in
Fig.3. With forward biases the current increases

exponentially as in a pn junction. The quality
factor is about l.9r indicating ttrat recombina-
tion current dominates. The two devices A and B

have ttre nornal strrrture of 2,1 layers of equal
thickness S given in the figure caption, ard the
elect:onic parameters specified previously. Fbr

these two devices, there is some asymmetry in the
J-V relation with respect to ttre direction of the
external bias, but not as much a rectifying
character as seen in conventional pn diodes. This
can be attributed to the decrease in the built-in
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Fig..3 ltre current-voltage relations calculated
for four multilayers (A) S= OI Fm and 2N=1O;
(B) $= O.O5 Jrm and 2N=2Oi (C) same as (A)
except the twc outermost srrlclayers are doulcled
in thickness. Ttre bulk Fermi energy is Z= d4
eV for all the above. (D) S= O.O2 pilr 2N=1Or
and Z= O5eV.



poential. ltle built-in potentials for ttrese t$ro

derrices are O2 ard Ol eV, respectively, compared

to the nominal value of O8eV (with the bulk Fbrmi

leve1s at +O4 €O.
ltre buil.t-in potential of a multilayer can be

increased, without nuch affecting the barrier
height at ttre internal junctions, by increasing

only the thickness of the outermost sublayers. In
device C on Fig.3, the outermost sublayers of
device A are doubled in thickness. ltris increases

the built-in potential to O52eV, and an improved

rectifying character as shown in Fig.3.
Alternatively, with a more highly doped sublayers,
€€. with bulk Fermi leveIs at, +O6eV as in dwice
D, one has a built-in potential of l.IeV at a

sublayer thickness of OO2um, ard a significant
rectifying character as shown in curve D of F'.i9.3.

An important feature of the thin-fiLm
multilayers distinct from the conventional pn

junction (of the same thickness) is the following.
Because the counter doping is achieved by space

charge rather than by chemicaL impurities, erren in
the p-type half there exist regions with low
electron-trap density, ard similarly there exist
regions of low hole-trap density in the n-type
haIf. The impact of this feature on the collection
of photo-generated carriers has been analysed
theoretically.6

3. EXPERIME:}TI5

lhe multilayer samples of a-Si:H were prepared

in an rf plasma deposition system. lhe total pres-
sure in the system was maintained at 2OO mTbrr,

ard the samples vrere deposited on A1 substrates at
23OoC with a power density of o.o6Wcm-3. ltre
doping levels of 9 pgn phosphorus and IOO ppm

boron in the n and p-tlpe sulclayers, respectively,
hrere chosen so that there is a symmetrical shift
of the Fermi level of -O.4 eV irom the mid-gap.
The lack of cross-contamination of dopants vras

assured by SIMS analyses.

the measured current-voltage characteristics of
three such samples are shor,rn in Fig.4. A11 samples

have a O.25 um bottom- and a topcontact of n- and

ftlpe, respectively. Between the two contactst
there are 2, 6 and 10 alternately doped sublayers

of thickness 0,25t O1, ard OO5 um, respectively.
At a given bias voltage, the current increases as

,o/./t ux.
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Fig.4 l'leasured I-V curves for multilayers wittr
sublayer thickness (o)OO5 lmr (o)Ol lm, ard
(x)O.25 pm. The broken line represents the
data for a deliberately cross-contaminated
sample. The sample configuration for I-V
measurernents is shovn at the top.

the sublayer thickness decreases, in agreement
wittr the theoretical predictions of the preceeding
section. Tc demonstrate ttrat this is not due to an
increase in cross-contamination of the dopants as
the sulclaler ttrickness is reduced, a deliberately
cross-contaminated sample was made with g ppn of p

and 1oo ppm of B in each suroraler. The result for
this sample is shown by the broken lines.
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